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1 Introduction









is an electromagnetic potential. In order to `geometrize' electromagnetism,






, where b is a

















































































are allowed; suppose that tensor G
ab
is gauge-invariant. Then, from denition (1.3), one
obtains that metric g
ab


















Here arbitrary function f is the same as in (1.4).
















































































denotes the inverse to G
ab







corresponds to the particle's actual mass, meanwhile m
2
corresponds
















V , one obtains































































































































































































r sin(=r)] = 0 : (2.1)
At this point one may assume a particle as having a denite density of mass - charge, and
radius, R, so that 
1
(r > R) = 0, 
2























, , and 	 are constant parameters. Substituting the above densities into equation














r	) = 0; (ii) r > R : 
00
+






sin(pr)  	r, and 
+



















+ f), should be sewed together
with their rst derivatives at r = R; besides, due to the densities' denition, one should




(R) = 0. Thus, one obtains the following
three equations: (a) f =  a=R   	; (b) a =  CR cos(pR); and (c) sin(pR) = 0. From
(c) follows, that cos(pR) = 1. Thus, one obtains two cases: (i) a =  C(=p)(2n);
R = (=p)(2n); (ii) a = +C(=p)(2n+1); R = (=p)(2n+1); in both cases n = 0; 1; 2; ...






















  C   	
!
: (2.5)









sin( C  	). Now, since the theory isn't linear,
the superposition principle doesn't work, which means that for all particles asymptotic




(1) = constant. This means, that C =









































































Consider a particular case C = . Making decomposition of respective formulae in powers




















































+    (2.11)











































































Case C =   is obtained from the case C =  by a substitution (w; e; s)! ( w; e; s).
Evidently this case corresponds to antimatter. The spectrum of electrical charges (C = )
is ... ; 5e=3; e; e=3; 2e=3; 4e=3; 2e; ... One is tempted to identify charge s with the
strong interaction, and charge w with the weak one.
3 Mass quantization
One should point out a signicant feature of the found solution (2.4), (2.5). Namely,














i), dierent in the phase , produce the same potential. This means, that actually








. Considering avor families of
fermions, (e; u; d), (; c; s), (; t; b), (with each having charge sequence ( e; 2e=3; e=3)),
4




































































































































(3.1), (3.4), (3.7), and then calculate the quarks' masses. Since in 9 equations (3.1) - (3.9)






























































= 0 : (3.14)
4 Conclusion
Thus, a non-linear theory of electromagnetic eld is suggested, based on geometrical
principle. The metric is considered as a gauge potential, transforming together with the
electromagnetic potential under gauge transformation. This allows to claim, that the
theory represents a unication of both interactions.
Correct prediction of electrical charges for quarks and leptons indicates that the ap-
proach is taken in the right direction.




, were introduced articially, `by
hands', and shouldn't necessary be adequate to the nature. On this one may argue, that
5
in at spacetime there is no any known physical law, except for the current conservation,
which would prohibit any reasonable (i.e. giving nite integral for the charge) density.
One should stress, though, that it is not proved, that for a given density, 

(r) (generated
by a specic solution), there is no other solutions, `patalogical' in their behavior.
Symmetry of results under `mass rotation' in complex plane indicates that this rotation
might be associated with some gauge transformation of elds. The theory needs a proper
development, which isn't a subject of this short paper.
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